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JCM Global’s FUZION Technology Wins Silver Medal
In GGB’s 17th Annual Gaming and Technology Awards
FUZION Named a “Best Consumer Service Technology”
LAS VEGAS (September 27, 2017) – JCM Global’s breakthrough FUZION® technology has won the silver medal in
GGB’s 17th Annual Gaming and Technology Awards in the “Best Consumer Service Technology” category. FUZION
was chosen out of what the Awards’ organizers describe as a “record number of nominations.”
Watch FUZION video: bit.ly/FUZIONvideo
FUZION is a game-changing technology that empowers operators to imagine a world where the slot machine can
be utilized in new ways to unlock greater value for operators and for players. FUZION is at the core of the futureready casino floor and connects JCM’s GEN5™ printer and iVIZION® bill validator to a compatible back-end casino
management system, giving every machine on the slot floor the potential to deliver a server-driven suite of playerfocused, revenue-driving features.
With FUZION, each slot machine could become a multi-line profit center with the current potential to:
• Vend and redeem lottery tickets
• Vend and redeem race & sports betting
• Facilitate Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) wagering, the casino’s own or a 3rd party’s
• Conduct cross-enterprise promotional couponing for carded and uncarded players
• Enable currency exchange with exchange rates that could be preset or could be real-time
• Streamline tax forms processes by printing system-generated tax forms and deliver required documentation
to the customer while the back-end system stores the signature forms and data that needs to be delivered
to the IRS
• Integrates with the ICB 3.0 drop management system, for real-time health monitoring data and predictive
drop and maintenance
JCM will demonstrate FUZION and its other industry-leading products in booth #4039 at G2E, and join JCM on
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
transaction components, innovate digital media hardware and the systems to tie them together. For more information,
visit www.jcmglobal.com.
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